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Bottles filled at speed
through zenon
Using zenon, Sacmi built a combined machine that handles PET bottle blowing,
filling and capping operations in record time. Use of vector graphics and wizards to
create and modify objects has enabled the Italian Group to create a single interface for
two machines, reducing costs and allowing independence from display resolution.
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our engineers could work whilst putting
the final interface together. Unification of
the libraries of objects and symbols and
the follow-up standardized presentation
of the operator interface, which also
significantly boosted our image, enabled
us to both save time and resources in the
design phase and to simplify management
of subsequent changes.”
Baruzzi had only good things to
say about the support provided by the
COPA-DATA technicians: “Expertise, fast
response times and problem resolution
examples were sent very quickly.” ❚❙❘
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